Stratford, 
Nov 27th 1867

The enclosed letter, Mr. Massie will inform you, of the plans already I have made, and the 

work. I am now much 

perplexed what I should do, before. This series of your desires to 

obtain this scientific 

knowledge for Yale, as 

I should have made 

my influence to 

have advantage to 

helped there with 

closing from my state.
I caused them to he given to Dr. Conner for what I have no cash for at present; because I ought, though have done some thing on the principle of the more on the less—towards an object of interest to Mr. Belshedy who had charge to answer for every hundred or thousand I receive or respect. It must be said that very convenient letter is required to another here. I send you a...
to acquaint you by a word to
our old acquaintance. Miss
Lily [illegible] and Miss Sarah are
known to the [illegible] where it
might prove pleasant to beg a
favor for some person with the
parents — myself — hoping you
may yet obtain your wishes.
I am your humble servant.

[Signature: Susan E. Johnson Hatton]
I am sorry that your request had not gone before the Executive Committee of the Harmon Mill Company, which had already decided that it should go to the state of New York, and the only thing in which I am
Having read once in the
loose of dry bones the
March, it seems we are to
meet again this time
over a Savannah. I think
I have a letter from
another cousin in it to
with - the following: "Having
of some kind of paper
to turn, unknown criminal
I found one man who
that the owner of the land
one which it is being dug
up can be written to
W. J. Battle Larrick
Edgecombe Co., N. Carolina
some of your relatives.
brothers now at last
accounts digging at both
ends had removed the
earth to the extent of 50
feet i had come to mother
hand more tact
Perhaps this creature, what
any one says, is like
a great lizard or algapat
away has obtained or the
south it is very poor
money will not amount it
I have heard nothing
more from Mr Johnson
in regard to the Mastodon
beyond what I communicate
such talk to you or that
was so encouraging I can
but hope that Mr. Johnson
may prove more
encouraging than that

Bradford
San. Very truly

Susan E. Johnson
wife of the

Prof. C. E. Marsh

dr. House
Professor C. E. Marsh
of Yale College
New Haven
Connecticut
Seneca NY NC